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JIM GALVIN: This is the Registry Stakeholder Group’s DAAR Working Group. It 

is Tuesday, the 7th of July. Thanks very much, everyone, for 

joining us. It’s been a couple of weeks, but we are getting back 

into things here.  

Our focus today is twofold. One is to talk with Samaneh and 

review her new version of findings, stuff that she has for us, to 

look at and talk about in line with the recommendations that we 

proposed since we’ve taken the time to go over all of that before.  

Then there is an additional question of a bit of discussion about 

how to approach working with ICANN OCTO—I guess whatever 

that turns into. We were looking for Samaneh, John, and/or David 

to have a suggestion for us so that we can figure out how to move 

forward in updating the messaging that’s currently going on with 

DAAR. For the most part, it’s the website, but we also had some 

ideas covered in our recommendations, some overalls principles 

that we want to approach in the messaging, both in the reports 

and in the way that the website looks. And we understand that 

there’s more than just John and David and Samaneh that we have 

to deal with there. 

So those are the two topics and questions for today. Let me just 

give a moment and see if anyone has any questions or comments 

if they want to jump in with here before we get started. It’s been a 

while since we’ve been together, so I don’t want to miss anything 

here. 
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Okay. I’m not seeing any hands running up. With that, let me turn 

this over to Samaneh. I need to look really quick, Samaneh. I don’t 

think you gave us anything in advance, right? So you’re just going 

to present stuff and go through it for us [inaudible]? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Hi, Jim. No, I decided to share my screen. There are two plots that 

I would like to discuss. I will share them on my screen. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. All right. Sounds good. Over to you. Go ahead. Walk us 

through. I’ll assume you’ll take questions while you’re going along. 

Folks can jump their hands up here. I’ll try to watch out for them 

for you and call out if I see anything. So the floor is yours, 

Samaneh. 

 

SAMANEH TAJAJI: Thank you, Jim. Hi, everybody, again. In the past few weeks, I put 

some time in to go through the recommendations. I had time for 

basically the first four recommendations to get on to. I created 

plots for the main part of each recommendation and want to 

discuss those with you. 

 Just an overall recap of the previous section, also for John, is that 

we discussed all of the recommendations extensively, one by one. 

Some of them [inaudible] that things could be changed and how 

they could be changed. Some of them were less feasible in a 

format of the report and needed some more in-depth analysis 

which could be one-time analysis or other sorts but not in the form 
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of every-month analysis. Some of the things we decided to 

change. There were language issues. Some of the changes were 

from changing the languages. These are the kinds of changes that 

I haven’t still been through. It’s useful that Jim recommended to 

discuss this so that I can start working on them [inaudible] of this 

group. 

 Also, another thing that pauses our progresses is the fact that we 

cannot share the draft internally, which is necessarily for some of 

our processes, which Jim already pointed out. 

 I’ll go directly to the plots that I’ve worked on a bit. I’ll share my 

screen. I think now you can see my screen. The plots are just 

temporary plots to make sure that I correctly got the point of the 

recommendation. The beauty of the visuals I did not work on.  

Recommendation 1 asks for a display of the volume of reported 

abuse activity by the type of abuse activity based on percentage 

of total number of domain names with reported abuse activity—

basically how much of total abuse is dedicated to a certain type of 

abuse.  

Recommendation 1A asks for a similar plot but over time. Well, 

this is a plot that we already also had in the previous report. The 

only difference is that now I created everything with medians of 

values over the whole months—so basically the median over 30 or 

31 values. This is for the month of June. 

The first question is, is this what the recommendation asks for? If 

this is done, then we can move on. If this is clear, then I know also 

that Recommendation 1 would just be this line plot over time. If 
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this is not what you guys discussed among yourselves, then I 

would like to know what I am missing in it. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Just to make sure that I understand, just to call this out explicitly, 

you said it’s created on a median average, meaning it’s the count 

of the number of domains—whatever that number is each day—

and it’s an average of that number over the course of a month. 

Similarly, it’s an average of the size of the zone over the course of 

the month so that you create the percentage based on those two 

averages. Is that correct? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Indeed. That is correct. The only point is that it is not an average. 

It is the median. But I think the overall description was correct. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. Kurt asked if you could put the slide up again. Interesting 

that you chose median and not average. Could you say more 

about why you made that choice? We didn’t actually speak about 

whether it should be average of median, so I just want to 

understand your motivation for doing that. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yes. We briefly talked about it in the DAAR session that we had in 

Montreal. I don’t know if you recall, or others who were in that 

session. I showed some descriptive analysis of different 

aggregation measures, like mean, average, or median. The only 
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difference they had was the median. In general, the definition of 

median is that it works better in terms of outliers. What does that 

mean? It means that, for instance, if we have 29 days in a months 

or 28 days, the values are more or less the same. And, if we have 

one day of outliers, if I average that, if get the mean of those 

values, then the average will be influenced a lot by that one day of 

outliers, whereas, if I take the median, which is the middle value of 

all of our data points—in this case, 30 days of the month—then I 

get a less biased indication of what is happening in these data 

points. Then I showed, based on the plots, that it makes more 

sense to go for the median. And we agreed on it. That it is why I 

used median. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. Thanks. Could you also put the chart back up? There was 

that note in the chatroom there from Kurt. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Do you see the chart now? 

 

JIM GALVIN: I don’t. Is it just me who doesn’t? 

 

KURT PRITZ: We cannot see the chart. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Oh. Do you see it now? 
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SUE SCHULER: There we go. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Yes. There we go. Okay, thank you. I apologize. I actually don’t 

remember the median/average discussion from before, but I 

completely take your word for it that we covered that in Montreal. 

I’d have to go back and look at my notes, to be honest with you. I 

really don’t remember off the top of my head, so I apologize if I 

asked a repeat question. But I do understand what you’re saying. 

Yes, that now makes sense to me. Using medians is a 

compensation for outliers and their effect on averages. 

 I think that, relative to Recommendation 1 and 1A, this makes 

sense to me. Now, this is supposed to be the total number of 

domains. This is against domains with reported abuse activity. So 

the idea here, just to be very clear, is that, on the phishing 

domains (10.8%), what we’re saying here is that 10.8% of all 

domains with reported abuse activity were reported for phishing. 

That’s what that number means as opposed to how many phishing 

domains exist relative to the number of delegated domains. Is that 

correct? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yes, that’s absolutely correct. 
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JIM GALVIN: Okay. That makes sense to me. That’s the only question I have. 

The only difference between 1 and 2 is whether we’re showing the 

activity over the number of reported abuse domains versus the 

number of delegated domains. 

 Oh, and I see a hand. Before we jump to the next chart, Kurt, go 

ahead, please. 

 

KURT PRITZ: Thanks very much, Samaneh. I think you’ve answered this 

question on two occasions earlier, but the spam domains—do 

they potentially include phishing domains or botnets? Or are they 

just purely spam without any other sort of malware or abusive 

behavior? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: A very good question, Kurt. This is a discussion that keeps coming 

up. You have a point there. Different sources count differently, but 

as far as we inquired from our source—our real data that we are 

using in DAAR—they are using basically domain names that are a 

means for other types of activities. So it could be that a spam 

domain is actually a domain that is used in malware. At the 

moment, what we do for that purpose is we drop the duplicates. 

So we do not count them double. One of the reasons why we do 

this is that basically this is the methodology of DAAR for the 

moment: if it is not immediately trivial to know if a domain is 

reported in a spam list, can we find it in other lists as well? Or, if 

we cannot find it, [does] it mean that it was not malware or 

phishing? So that is why we don’t explicitly claim that we are 
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distinguishing the type, but we undercount, so [that’s] in favor of 

the gTLDs. 

 Did that answer your question, Kurt? 

 

KURT PRITZ: I think so. I’m going to go process it. But I think we should try to 

make that whole issue clear in the explanation that accompanies 

the chart. Even though it’d be hard to explain clearly, I think, once 

the effort has gone through, I think it’d be meaningful for the 

reader. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yeah, maybe it’s a good point to make it explicit in the text of the 

report and of the documentation because this keeps coming up 

and it’s a valid question. So I am making a note to make that more 

explicit. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Samaneh, let me play back what I think I heard from you in terms 

that we normally use on the registry side when we’re talking about 

this and see if this aligns with what you said. One of the concerns 

that we have is we normally think about spam in the category of 

DNS abuse but only where spam is used as a vector for the other 

forms of DNS abuse. What you’re saying here is that there is no 

way in your data to make that distinction about the spam number 

that you get. You’re getting reports of spam from reputation 

providers, and it’s spam based on the definition that that 

reputation provider has for it. You simply take that in. It’s not 
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possible for you to split that apart into spam used for a vector of 

delivery versus spam in all of the other lovely definitions related to 

bulk distribution of and stuff like that, variations of which are illegal 

or immoral in various jurisdictions—that kind of thing. Did all these 

things that I just said make sense to you? Do you agree with that, 

Samaneh? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: John, please correct me if I’m wrong. I understand your point, Jim, 

but I think, as far as we looked in our sources and we 

communicated with them, asked them, and looked their 

documentation, their definition of spam is also only those domains 

that are a vector for delivery. The point I was trying to make is that 

that is what we get, they say, “This is this,” and we say, “Okay. 

This is it.” There is no way that we can check that ourselves, if you 

know what I mean. For instance, we cannot look at our malware 

source and spam source and conclude that the other domains that 

appear in the spam source are also malware sources. So it is true. 

We get it based on the definition that they are a vector for other 

types of abuse activity. If we see duplicates, then we only count 

one because, on the basis of the definition, we should basically 

see duplicates. But, if we don’t see it, then we still count it as 

spam. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. That’s interesting. I guess it’s one of those points that’s a 

point of ambiguity that I think does need to be made more clear 

and more precise in presentation. So this is one of those areas 

where, [on] the static text that goes in the reports and the static 
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text that goes on the website, we really do have to give some 

thought to what’s the best way to explain this so that people 

understand the ambiguity associated with the value being 

displayed. That’s our concern in all of this. As long as you agree 

with that, then that’s fine. That’s just something we’ll deal with in 

the other messaging activities that we have to get to. I think we’re 

all in agreement here. 

 John has a note there in the chat: “It’s domains reported as being 

a vector.”  

Yeah. I guess my concern is I question whether that’s really true 

for them, but I’m not going to debate that here. There’s just no 

point. You’re just taking their word for it because you asked them. 

That’s what you got, and that’s fine. I can’t expect you to do any 

better than that at the moment. So we thank you for that. 

I think that’s it on that particular slide. We like that. As you say, 

with 1A, you’ll just have a set of those charts that’ll actually turn to 

more of a graph because you’ll show what the trend looks like 

over time. You have something to do there and you’ll do that. Is 

that correct, Samaneh? For 1A? 

 

SAMANEH TAJLI: Yeah, indeed. That’s correct. It’s just that, in the recommendation, 

it’s written for the past twelve months. The current report only 

goes back to the past nine months. But updating them to twelve 

months is actually no issue. It’s actually [better]. So, [to my 

panelists], if this is what we are agreed upon, then I can just make 

that over a period of time [inaudible]. 
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JIM GALVIN: Okay. To be honest, I think it might be a fair question just to ask if 

there’s any comments from the team here. From my point of view, 

speaking personally, I think being able to show a trend is good. 

Whether it’s nine months or twelve months, I’m not sure that that 

distinction, at least at the moment, doesn’t immediately jump out 

at me as something of concern. I guess, if you’re willing to make it 

twelve and it’s not that much more work, all of that is a good thing. 

So we can just leave it at that. But I guess I wanted to open the 

door to that nine might be okay if that’s where you are and see if 

anyone else wanted to jump up. I see John saying in the chatroom 

that twelve is easy to do, so maybe we don’t really need to have 

any discussion about that and just let it go. Anyway, sorry. Thank 

you for that. 

 Back to you, Samaneh. Do you have another chart to show us? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yes. I’m sharing my screen again. This is a bit different from 

Recommendation 1. I made it different purposely because, in this 

one, you actually see a third dimension. That is the distinction 

between legacy and new. In the previous one, it was just general 

to discuss what is our preference about this also. Anyway, this 

distinction is still in the report, but for this specific [batch], it can or 

cannot be there. So this basically shows the percentage of abuse 

over the total number of domains in the zone file—[paired] threats. 
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JIM GALVIN: Clearly then, just to be very precise, to make sure I’m 

understanding the graph here, what you’re saying here is that 

spam shows up as .25% of the total number of delegated 

domains, that the number of domains used for spam is only .25% 

of the total number of delegated domains. Is that correct? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: I’m thinking about your question. Can you repeat it? So .25% of 

delegated domains are—yes, that’s what the plot is showing. 

 

JIM GALVIN: All right. Yeah, delegated domains as … Well, delegated domains 

meaning visible in the zone file. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Indeed. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Because that’s the free and public data that’s available. [So it 

does not mean that] it’s active in the zone but not active in the 

registry. A name could be registered and not appear in the zone 

file. Therefore, it’s not counted in this particular chart.  

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: You are correct. 

 

JIM GALVIN: So delegated is a DNS term of [art]. It needs to be in the zone file. 
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SAMANEH TAJALI: Yes. Domains the zone. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. Now, this still does bring us back to the question … Now, 

what it doesn’t show, though, the same percentage as the 

previous chart. Or … Let’s see. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yeah. That was also another point of discussion.  Here you don’t 

see immediately the overall percentage. You can conclude it 

[inaudible]. But it is different. It shows different things. It shows 

proportions better than the other visual. But, if the preference of 

the group is the other visual, that’s also possible. It’s just because 

these percentages are really small … In the pie chart in the 

previous plot—I’m pulling it again— 

 

JIM GALVIN: Oh, I see. So, if you were to make it as a pie chart, the red there 

would just dominate and make everything else disappear. If red 

was to be all delegated domains … 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Indeed. Even more. So it would be hard to show the actual 

numbers, the scales, because this 0.25. 
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JIM GALVIN: Right. I understand. Kurt, you have your hand up. Kurt, I have 

another question, but go ahead, please. 

 

KURT PRITZ: I have a couple questions. One is just to make sure that we’re 

equating spam with security threat. So I might have 

misremembered this—it’s more than likely—but I thought we were 

going to [define] security threats as phishing, malware, command 

and control, and botnets, and not spam. But, on the left-hand side 

of the graph, on the vertical axis, we’re showing them all as 

security threats. So I’m not so sure. My nomenclature might be off 

there. 

 My second question—this is going to be a failure of my 6th-grade 

arithmetic … Let’s take the spam column. So .1% of domains in 

legacy TLDs have spam are spam. What about new? Is it .15%? 

Those two things shouldn’t be additive. They should average. 

Right? So, if .15% of new TLDs domains are spam and .1 of 

legacy TLDs are spam, then the total across the whole universe 

should be somewhere between .1 and .15. Or is the new TLDs 

.25? Not just the blue area but the blue plus the yellow area. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: If it’s fine with you, I will start with the second question. The bar is 

showing the cumulative value—the value of the orange section 

plus the value of the blue. Like you said in the beginning—

pam/orange is gTLDs? Yes—is legacy gTLDs. So .1% are in 

legacy gTLDs, and .15% are in new. The total amount of spam in 
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our dataset averaged all TLDs are .25%, of which .1% are located 

in legacy TLDs, and .15% in new gTLDs. 

 

KURT PRITZ: Okay. I’m going to go think about that. Somehow that doesn’t 

make sense to me. What if I have that 1% of this population is bad 

and 2% of this population is bad? Then the total percent of 

population that’s bad is .15 because it’s somewhere between 

those two populations when averaged together. To me, it doesn’t 

make sense to be adding averaged percentages cumulatively. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: I see your point. I think I understand your point, but where this plot 

is different is that I am not separating and then averaging. So I 

have a total number. Let’s say I know that, for spam, it’s .25% of 

all security threats. But now I look at what part of it is in legacy 

TLDs and what part of it is new TLDs. And that is what you’re 

saying. 

 

KURT PRITZ: [Right]. I— 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Of course, the plot could be in another way. At the moment, in 

report, there’s another way of showing the same studies. Let me 

pull up one report. It’s this: I could show every security threat out 

of hundreds and then show what percentage [it is]. But it is the 

same thing because the only difference is that here you see the 
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actual … Where’s the plot? In this example, you see the actual 

percentage from the overall. So this .25 is from the overall—all the 

spam. If I would scale it up to 100, you wouldn’t see the overall 

number. You would just see the proportion. 

 

KURT PRITZ: Yeah, I understand. So, under spam, 0.25% of domains hold 

spam. One-third of those are legacy TLDs, and two-thirds of those 

are new TLDs. But 0.1% of legacy TLDs don’t hold spam. It’s 

something different than that, I think. 

 

JIM GALVIN: No. Let me— 

 

KURT PRITZ: I’m sorry for interrupting. Let’s leave this and I’ll try to put it in 

writing so it’s clear. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yeah, and I could also take this offline with Kurt. Maybe there’s 

something that I’m not grasping fully at the moment. 

 

KURT PRITZ: Or me. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI:  I still haven’t responded to the first part of your question. In the 

DAAR project,  we are counting spam as a security threat, but we 
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got feedback from you guys and from other parts of the 

community that, because spam is measured, you have to have 

abuse data, which is that they should not be shown as the overall 

abuse because then it’s totally biased towards spam.  So one of 

the things—spam as a vector in these—that we are changing is 

that we are only showing plots that are [pair] abuse type and not 

overall plots. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Thank you for that, Samaneh. I do remember that discussion 

about that we would prefer if spam were not included, especially in 

its general sense. But, as long as it’s separated out and we can 

see the other numbers separate from it, that’s fine.  

 To go back to your previous chart, I wanted to try and offer some 

words to explain the chart that you had there and see if this 

resonates with you and hopefully with Kurt, too. This is the bit 

about creating the right messaging so that everyone understands 

exactly what’s here. So the chart that you had was showing that, 

of all delegated domains, 0.25% of them are using spam as a 

vector. Of those .025%, the blue and the orange color—that’s 

what my eyes show; other people might have a slightly different 

idea there—show you, of that number in the 0.25%--let’s say 

that’s 100,000—that the blue number is the count, essentially, or 

the percentage of that 100,000 that are present in new gTLDs, 

and the orange represents the number of that 100,000 that are in 

legacy TLDs. So that’s what the bar shows. The bar is showing 

the distribution inside the overall count. Does that resonate, 

Samaneh? 
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SAMANEH TAJALI: Indeed, Jim. You’re right. Now that you are talking, I’m thinking 

that, if it is confusing, if this visual gives you the impression that 

these are on top of each other, then I can separate them and put 

them next to each other so that you read each number by itself. 

So basically I could separate the two colors and put two bars next 

to each other. One would be legacy. One would be on top. But 

what you explained is indeed what the plot is intending to show. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. I don’t have an opinion at the moment as to whether they’re 

side-by-side bars versus on top like this. Let me just give Kurt a 

chance to jump in again if he wants to. Or not. That’s fine, too. 

 Not hearing anything. Let me jump to another question here, 

though, in all of this. I know, the last time that we were together 

two weeks ago or three weeks ago or whatever it was, David 

actually gave a fairly reasoned and rational explanation for why 

you’re doing the split of new gTLDs and legacy TLDs. I think I 

would be remiss here if I didn’t again point out the fact that we’re 

still struggling to appreciate that distinction. I know that people 

seem to think that there’s some value in understanding that the 

threats exist in some quantity and in one category versus the 

other, but in the spirit of the idea that more gTLDs are going to 

come around here, is it always going to be legacy versus the rest 

of the world? The split really does feel artificial. Our view in 

general is that that distinction is just not relevant. It might be 

relevant today. I suppose one could concede that David’s 

comment that he offered to us the last time has some basis, but, 
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going forward, it really, honestly is not something that we are 

[aligning]. I just need to go on record as making that statement 

and making that clear. So we’re always just going to raise that 

question because it just feels artificial to make that distinction, to 

be honest with you. 

 I don’t know if you want to further comment on that point. Or, if 

you have another chart to show us, we cannot move on to that. 

Let me see. If you have a comment you want to make to that and 

then follow or, again, if there’s a hand from anyone else who 

wants to add, that’d be good, too, Samaneh. John? 

 Go ahead, John. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: I understand where you’re coming from on this. I don’t think I was 

there when David was talking, but I suspect he was talking about 

the kind of questions we had about new TLDs being problems for 

abuse, etc., etc., disproportionately. If you’re going to put some 

recommendations in, even though I think we disagree there, I 

think … That was weird. I think you should still put it in your 

recommendations and we can reconsider. And there is certainly a 

point going forward at some point—who knows when?—when that 

distinction is going to be completely weird because there’s going 

to be three rounds or four. Well, there’s already multiple rounds. 

So I think you should include that in your recommendations for us 

to consider. There will be other opinions on that beyond ours, I 

suspect. 
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JIM GALVIN: Okay. Thanks for that. It just occurred to me. Yeah, we left that off. 

I’m looking back up here in this document. There’s some notes 

here in the findings about the distinction— 

 

JOHN CRAIN: It’s not in there yet. You should probably add it. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Yeah, but we did[n’t] add a recommendation about it. So I just 

made a note here for ourselves for discussion as we finalize this 

document here for more formal publication. We’ll have a 

discussion about that and see what we want to do there. Thanks 

for that. 

 With that, Samaneh, back to you. Do you have something else to 

show us? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: No. On my side, these are the things I worked on for now—the 

overall report, separating values, and basically daily values that 

we promised we will do. That’s about it. 

 There are some recommendations that require more work that I 

think you] could dedicate a few sessions of this group. I think we 

can discuss them later. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. Then I think the immediate question is, when do you think 

you will have another set of charts for us to look at to meet with … 
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Well, Recommendation 3 in particular. The other 

recommendations are all about messaging. We’ll come to that in a 

moment. Do you know when you’ll have something that you can 

share with us? 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yes. Recommendation 3 is the one that requires a bit of back-and-

forth discussion, I think, because they are several ways in which 

the visuals can be shown. I think it would be good if we, let’s say, 

have discussion in two or three weeks again and look at the plots. 

I’m assuming, by that time, the new report will be out also with the 

updates that we are putting [out]. So we will hopefully also have 

opinions in discussions on that. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. As far as scheduling that is concerned, from our point of 

view, we’ll leave that to you to tell us when you want to meet 

again. Do you want to block the time now two weeks out or three 

weeks out? Or do you want to wait and come back to us in a week 

or so and let us know what you’d like to do? Which would work 

best for you? 

 Oh, [I see]. I see in the chat that you’ll send the time to us in a few 

days. 

 

SAMANEH TAJALI: Yeah. I would like to first get a grasp of how long does that take, 

and then I will get back to you and coordinate a time with you. 
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JIM GALVIN: Okay. That sounds good. So that brings us to the next question of, 

what is the path here for working together more directly on the 

messaging? Let me just leave that question just as open, just like 

that, and look to you to. What are your thoughts and what are your 

recommendations here? Your suggestions? 

 

JOHN CRAIN: I’ll take this if you want. These discussions are being really good, 

really fruitful, mainly on the technical stuff. When it comes to 

messaging and publication, we have internal processes we have 

to go through. I’m not sure that you need to be dragged into those. 

I’m not seeing anything that I consider as in any way contentious 

or problematic, but we have to run them past our comms and legal 

people before we can change publication. And we can’t do that 

while we’re under the embargo. We take the embargo that you put 

this under very seriously. So they know we’re having discussions, 

but they have no idea of the content. I suspect they’re very 

nervous. So we’re going to need at least a couple of weeks to go 

talk to them and say, “This is how we’re thinking of changing 

things.” Then, if we need to have a back-and-forth, we might want 

to bring maybe our comms people in. I think that’s a discussion 

that we can have together as a group. But we just need to have 

our internal discussions because I would hate for to have had all 

this discussion and then we get to a stage where we want to 

publish and have a roadblock thrown up because we hadn’t 

communicated internally. It’s just really awkward at the moment 

for us. 
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JIM GALVIN: Okay. Thank you. Before I respond, I see that Donna has her 

hand up. Donna, go ahead, please. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Thanks, Jim. Thanks, again, Samaneh and John, for the time and 

the manner in which you’ve worked with us on this. 

 Jim, I guess my question was originally for you, but, having heard 

John’s response, we might need to think about it a little bit more. I 

thought that our intent was … We’ve kept this under embargo for 

specific reasons just so we can have open discussions on what 

might work and what might not work and how we find a balance in 

the road forward. But in terms of the communication that we 

intend to send more formally to OCTO, once we’re comfortable 

with the end product, we can send that to OCTO.  

John, I guess I need to understand from you. That would 

necessarily, in a normal ICANN manner, be made pretty much 

public as soon as we send it. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: Yeah. There’s two elements here. One is your recommendations, 

which I don’t think necessarily have to go through any kind of 

internal review at our end. But we’ve also talked a lot about how 

we intend to implement some of those, which require changes to 

our publication.  
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DONNA AUSTIN: Right. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: That’s the bit that’s awkward for us. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Okay. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: It’d be great if we got a heads up on the recommendations that we 

shared, but I understand you’re worried there. We do have 

transparency requirements. So it would have to be marked very 

carefully if you want to send us the recommendations. Yeah, we’re 

in a dilemma there. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Yeah. Jim, correct me if I’m wrong, and the rest of the group. I 

think our intent is, once we’ve finished these conversations that 

we’re having now, our intent was to provide the recommendations 

and that would then be public. The embargo no longer applies. Is 

that correct, Jim? That’s the intent? 

 

JIM GALVIN: Yes. I think that we can make the distinction here because 

formality of exposure and an informality of disclosure. I think it’s 

known to some portion of the community—maybe a broad set of 

it—that we’ve been having discussions together about DAAR. I 

think we’ve both taken our turns at saying that to the community at 
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large. So the only real embargo we have at the moment is the 

specifics of our recommendations. That’s just, in fairness, 

because we’ve been tweaking them as we go along here and we 

don’t want to expose versions of it. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Right. 

 

JIM GALVIN: I’m sorry. I feel like I might be interrupting you a little bit, Donna, 

so I was just going to suggest very quickly—then I’ll let you pick 

this up from here—that I think, John, that you’re looking for the 

opportunity to just expose more directly internally that you’ve been 

talking to us. You do have some ideas of what you want to do. All 

of that is fine. I think that it's okay for you to go ahead and do that. 

We probably don’t want to have the document shared yet because 

we want to be careful about its raw and public exposure.  

 In parallel, the action is on us to now finalize the document and 

bring that to the Registry Stakeholder Group. Then there’ll be 

some kind of communication from Donna to you on behalf of the 

group that, as Donna was just saying, would then essentially 

become public as far as the specifics are on recommendations.  

But I think we’re otherwise aligned here. We don’t have any 

substantive issues at the moment here with what’s in the 

document and what we’ve been saying. So I think we’re ready for 

us to proceed in parallel with those two things. 
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 Let me pause there. Donna, did you want to add to that or tweak 

that. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Yeah. Thanks, Jim. John, just to come back to you, when you say 

have a dilemma internally, I guess what I take from that is you 

need to have a discussion internally about how you are treating 

our recommendations and how they will change the DAAR 

reporting. Is that the conversation? 

 

JOHN CRAIN: Indeed. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Okay. So that’s the sensitive part of it. 

 The other question: Was there at some point an e-mail discussion 

group that OCTO set up? Maybe it wasn’t just DAAR. Maybe it 

was a DNS abuse one. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: Yeah. We have a mailing list, but obviously none of this has been 

going there. It’s not really used. I wonder if people are just sitting 

back and waiting because, as Jim said, I think everybody knows 

that these discussions are happening. So I wonder if people are 

sitting back and waiting. We’ve really not made any changes, so 

we’ve not had much to push there. 
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DONNA AUSTIN: Right. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: But there is a mailing list that exists. When this comes out, I’d 

recommend that you guys send your recommendation there, too, 

or we can do that, so people can discuss it there. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Okay. Well, I guess we’ll just coordinate on what we need to do 

but also to set expectations, right? 

 

JOHN CRAIN: Yeah. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: So it’s important that we’re having this conversation no because 

we might get a little bit annoyed if we send something to you and 

then nothing happens for three, four, or six months. So it’s good 

for us to understand why that might be the case. So I think this 

conversation is helpful in that regard. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: Yeah. And to be honest, I personally don’t see anything really an 

issue. I mean, there are some areas where other parts of the 

community may or may not agree on your recommendations. I 

have no idea. But, from a technical standpoint and a statistical 

standpoint, we’ve had long discussions about these. So I think we 

understand each other and we’re mostly aligned on everything. So 
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I really don’t foresee problems, but we have comms people and 

lawyers, and you know what they’re like. 

 

DONNA AUSTIN: Yeah, I get it. Back to you, Jim. I see Kurt has his hand up. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Yeah, I see that, too. Where I want to get to here just quickly is I 

think we know what our next steps are each. I want to just come 

back and summarize them there, but, Kurt, you had your hand up. 

You want to jump in? Or change your mind? 

 

KURT PRITZ: No, I want to avoid overcomplicating this. I think we’re in a good 

place now to release this report. I think there’s a risk in hanging 

onto it because, the longer we have these conversations about 

what can and can’t be done and talking about the forms or 

noodling the graphs, that muddies the waters and will lead to 

people thinking we’re doing this in secret. We’ve got a bunch of 

work. We came up with some findings and recommendations. I 

think we’re in a really good place where we can send this to 

OCTO and make it public. We fully understand that, in one or two 

cases, it might be really difficult for ICANN to implement these, but 

even that’s fine with us because it’ll show to the world that there 

are some shortcomings to the DAAR report that can’t be fixed. So 

I think we’re in a good spot here to say, “Here’s our findings. Go 

and implement them.” We can have the rest of the conversation in 

public. Thanks. 
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JIM GALVIN: Thank you for that, Kurt. I think we’re all in agreement here—oh, 

John, you have your hand up. Go ahead. 

 

JOHN CRAIN: I was just going to say that I fully agree with Kurt. I think it’s 

important in messaging from both sides to point out that this is not 

the end of the conversation, that this is a system, and systems 

evolve. It’s a tool, and tools evolve. So we’ll have more 

conversations and we might find new things that we want to do 

around measurement within or outside DAAR. So I think this is 

part of the progression. I agree with Kurt 100% that we’re in a very 

good place on this—very fruitful and good discussions. If those 

can continue in public, that’s even better. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Okay. Thank you, John. Being conscious of the time, let me try to 

summarize where I think I’ve heard we are so that people can 

jump up if I characterize this wrong here. Yes, we’re ready to 

move forward and essentially go public with what we’ve been up 

to. That seems like the right thing to do. What that means is we 

need to take our document and finalize it. So that’s just an action 

on us.  

The one question that I want to leave in front of our group and tell 

our group here is we will meet next week to give a final look over 

the document and also to consider this questions of a 

recommendation about the legacy versus new gTLD distinction. I 

think we should have  bit of discussion amongst ourselves as to 
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whether to add a specific explanation about that and what it 

means since that’s not present at the moment. 

But, other than that, we had a good discussion about this 

document. You know what’s in it. You know what’s there. You 

know what’s coming. We will finalize it with the exception of that 

particular recommendation. We will work our process to make that 

come out and be public. So that’s an action on us. 

An action on you that we would ask—I think that’s what you’re 

saying in here—is, yes, please do begin the process internally of 

talking about what it is you want to do and how you’re going to do, 

knowing that you’re going to have this coming up behind you to 

support all that and make it public. As a reminder, we do have 

some sort of principled recommendations about the messaging. 

We really are offering to be engaged in developing that content—

the specifics of that content—whatever it takes to do that, whether 

that’s working with you and then you have your internal process, 

working as part of your internal process, or, as you said, John, 

maybe someone from Comms comes and joins the meeting with 

us one day and we have a discussion. I don’t know, but I offer that 

to you as something  to think about and come back with us with 

what’s going to work best for you. We want to be helpful in that 

process. So what do you think is going to work best? We’ll leave 

that as an open question. 

I have one very specific question for you before we go, John and 

Samaneh, and that is that Recommendation 3, as Samaneh was 

pointing out and we do understand, is one that does have a fair 

amount of work behind it in getting there. There really are some 

options there in terms of what’s really done and what it looks like. 
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So my concern here is that, as we finalize this document, I want to 

be fair to you because we’ve been having such good discussions 

this far: do you think that this recommendation is fine the way it is? 

Do you have any concerns about the substance of this being 

altered in any substantial way based on what it is you’re going to 

try  to do here? Or do you think that whatever you might get to is 

going to be covered by what’s here and it’ll be fine the way it is? 

Does that question make sense? I’m trying not to put us in a place 

where we’re making a recommendation to you which is essentially 

going to fall apart and not being acknowledged at all. I want to 

make sure that we’re offering [recognition] that we’ve had some 

discussion about it and we recognize that we’re going to move 

forward with it. Knowing that you really haven’t had a chance to do 

this one yet, I just want to know if you have a reaction to how well 

it’s written and whether or not you believe that you can be 

responsive to it as written. 

 

JOHN CRAIN:  I’ll go first and then I’ll let Samaneh actually sound smart because 

I’m going to sound stupid. I think the basic message there of 

measuring it [is that] persistence is a good one. I think it’s 

something we all want to do. So I think it’s fine. I think, once 

you’ve put out these recommendations, it's still also fine to have 

an ongoing discussion about exactly how we do that, how we 

implement that. So I have no problems with it. 

 Samaneh? 
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SAMANEH TAJALI: Sounds good to me. I will work on it and get back to you about the 

timing. I just remember one point. In the previous session, we also 

made some changes to the recommendations—some edits, some 

wordings that needed to be changed. It would be great if you 

could send me the updated version so that I can also review it 

before it goes public and to OCTO to make sure that the things 

that we discussed are there in the wording. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Fair enough. I think that’s reasonable. We’ll certainly make a point 

of sharing what our final document comes down to with you so 

that you can see that and acknowledge that your comments and 

that we had before are properly represented. 

 With that, one last call for anything from anyone else in our group 

first in the working group here. 

 John or Samaneh, any closing comments? 

 

JOHN CRAIN: Just that this is great work. We are going to take these 

recommendations in the good faith that we know they’ve been 

written in because we were part of it. So, great. I’m very happy. 

 

JIM GALVIN: Thank you, John. We very much appreciate [it]. 

 

SAMANEH TAJANI: Me, too. Thanks, everybody. 
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JIM GALVIN: Thank you, Samaneh. We very much appreciate your willingness 

to work with us. This really is a really good example of some 

good-faith work all around. I take your comment earlier, John, 

about, sure, that some of this is likely to get tweaked by the 

community at large. That’s fine, too. So, with that in mind, I think 

the recommendations stand pretty well on their own. That’s a 

good thing. 

 Samaneh, we’ll wait for you to tell us when you want to meet with 

us again. For the rest of the working group here, we will meet next 

week to hopefully finalize, or if we need to meet a couple times, 

the document. That’s our only remaining step. 

 Thanks, everyone. We’re adjourned. 

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPTION] 


